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ABSTRACT
Analyzing human motion is an active research area, with various
applications. In this work, we focus on human motion analysis
in the context of physical rehabilitation using a robot coach sys-
tem. Computer-aided assessment of physical rehabilitation entails
evaluation of patient performance in completing prescribed reha-
bilitation exercises, based on processing movement data captured
with a sensory system, such as RGB and RGB-D cameras. As 2D
and 3D human pose estimation from RGB images had made impres-
sive improvements, we aim to compare the assessment of physical
rehabilitation exercises using movement data obtained from both
RGB-D camera (Microsoft Kinect) and estimation from RGB videos
(OpenPose and BlazePose algorithms). A Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) is employed from position (and orientation) features, with
performance metrics defined based on the log-likelihood values
from GMM. The evaluation is performed on a medical database of
clinical patients carrying out low back-pain rehabilitation exercises,
previously coached by robot Poppy.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Accessibility design and
evaluation methods; • Computing methodologies → Mixture
models; Classification and regression trees; Motion capture; Vision
for robotics.
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Figure 1: Setting of the system including a Microsoft Kinect
v2 and an open source humanoid robot called Poppy

1 INTRODUCTION
Physical rehabilitation affects an increasing number of people and
is usually prescribed to patients who suffer from certain disabilities,
or need to restore functional abilities, usually after an injury or
surgery. One of the most important conditions is low back pain
(LBP), which is the leading cause of disability worldwide [3].

In rehabilitation programs, a clinician instructs patients on how
to perform rehabilitation exercises and then monitors their perfor-
mance in a clinical setting. Such treatment depends on the availabil-
ity of physiotherapists. In order to increase flexibility, home-based
rehabilitation is often used instead of clinic-based rehabilitation. In
such systems, a physiotherapist makes a rehabilitation plan con-
sisting of several recommended exercises. Patients then perform
the exercises at home and visit the clinic periodically for progress
assessment. However, the lack of supervision and timely feedback
by a healthcare professional are considered the main factors for
decreasing the engagement of the patients throughout the months-
long repetition of physical exercises. Low motivation and poor
supervision increase the chances of incorrect performance of the
exercises by the patient, which slows down the recovery process
and increases the risk of re-injury [13].

A solution for this problem can be a robot coach for physical
rehabilitation exercises. The robot should be able to learn how
to perform a rehabilitation exercise as well as to assess patients’
movements. The system used in this paper is composed of an open-
source humanoid robot called Poppy [10], and a depth camera
(Microsoft Kinect v2), as detailed in [7, 8]. Figure 1 shows the setting
of this system. The Kinect sensor is used to capture humanmotion of
both the therapists and the patients. To be able to provide feedback,
human motion analysis is therefore crucial.
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Figure 2: Kinect skeleton

Analyzing human motion is a very active research topic today,
with applications in several domains such as sports sciences [6],
action and gesture recognition [2, 5, 9], and range-of-motion esti-
mation [1]. Physiotherapists and GPs have extensive experience to
classify a certain motion as correct or incorrect. Therefore, devel-
oping an automatic system for such a task is not easy due to a wide
diversity of movements and a certain degree of subjectivity [1].

Obtaining precise movement data by motion sensors is crucial. In
[13], the authors review different motion capture sensors used for
rehabilitation exercise evaluation. One way is to use optical motion
tracking systems, which place a set of markers on a patient’s body,
ankles, and key body parts, thus obtaining the precise position of
each joint at each time. Although such systems are highly accurate
and reliable, they are very expensive and need to be (re)installed ev-
ery time the patient is doing any exercise. The other, non-invasive
approach, is the usage of depth cameras, which provide both po-
sition and orientation of skeleton joints. These systems become
very popular as they are cheap and easy to use. The most popular
such system is Microsoft Kinect sensor, which has been used in
most of the related works. Finally, a standard vision camera can be
used as a motion sensor as well. Over the years, these cameras had
a limit on the evaluation accuracy, but nowadays, with the huge
development of computer vision and deep learning techniques, it
is possible to estimate skeleton joints positions, and even orienta-
tions, from plain RGB images such as with algorithms OpenPose
and BlazePose [12, 14].

Our work aims to evaluate the latter two sensor systems and
investigates whether standard vision cameras, using OpenPose and
BlazePose algorithms [12, 14], can have comparable results with
motion captured by the Microsoft Kinect system.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides
sensory data overview and the dataset used, while Section 3 de-
scribes the implemented method for rehabilitation assessment. The
results are summarized in Section 4. The conclusions and discus-
sions are part of Section 5.

2 DATASET
2.1 Skeleton data
A Human Pose Skeleton represents the orientation of a person in a
graphical format. It is a set of coordinates that can be connected to
describe the pose of the person. Points/coordinates in the skeleton
are called joints or keypoints while the connections between them
are pairs or limbs.

Figure 3: OpenPose skeleton

Figures 2 and 3 show joints of Kinect and OpenPose 1 skeletons.

2.2 Dataset
The Keraal dataset has been recorded within a long-term rehabilita-
tion program, targeting low back pain. The data includes recordings
from healthy subjects but, more importantly, of rehabilitation pa-
tients. The data is extracted from a 4weeks evolution of each patient.
The videos collected from patients were annotated by a physiother-
apist, using the Anvil video annotation research tool. Each exercise
was labeled as either correct or incorrect.

This section describes the protocol and rationale for how the
Keraal dataset was created. It describes the participants included,
the hardware, and the experimental protocol used in the dataset. It
is made available on http://nguyensmai.free.fr/KeraalDataset.html.

2.2.1 Rehabilitation program. 31 patients, aged 18 to 70 years, were
recruited in the double blind study. This prospective, centrally ran-
domized, controlled, single-blind, and bi-centric study was con-
ducted from October 2017 to May 2019. 12 patients suffering from
low-back pain were included in the Robot Supervised Rehabilitation
Group, and were asked by a humanoid robot coach to perform each
of the three predefined exercises the best they can from its demon-
stration. The details on this clinical trial, including the patient care,
the rehabilitation sessions, the robot coach, the inclusion and ex-
clusion criteria, the characteristics of the patients, the efficiency of
the care have been reported in Blanchard et al. [4].

2.2.2 Exercises and errors. A list of three exercises has been chosen
in conjunction with therapists as common rehabilitation exercises
that are also used for low-back pain treatment. Illustrations of these
exercises can be seen as exercises 1, 2 and 3 of http://keraal.enstb.
org/exercises.html. The 3 exercises are centered on spine stretching:
a left rotation of the trunk followed by a right rotation, a left and
right lateral bending of the trunk and a breathing exercise with the
upper limbs flexed 90◦ at shoulder and elbow.

A list of common errors was defined in conjunction with the
experience of the therapists from the CHRU Brest.

2.2.3 Participants. The dataset contains data from three groups :
• Group1A : Rehabilitation Patients : 14 recordings per exercise
among the daily sessions of 6 patients were annotated.

• Group2A : Healthy participants: 6 healthy adults are free to
execute each exercise correctly or with errors. 51 recordings
per exercise were annotated.

1https://maelfabien.github.io/tutorials/open-pose/#run-openpose

http://nguyensmai.free.fr/KeraalDataset.html
http://keraal.enstb.org/exercises.html
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• Group3 : Healthy participants : 3 healthy adults perform
correctly the exercises and simulate the identified errors.

2.2.4 Sensor system. Using the Microsoft Kinect V2 sensor, we
obtained the RGB video with the skeleton drawn, and the skeleton
joint positions and orientations information. From the RGB videos,
we can also obtain additional estimation of joint positions and
orientations using the human body keypoint detection libraries
OpenPose [14] and Blazepose [12]. Moreover, as the Vicon system
is considered the best system for precision, for Group3, we also
recorded with MoCap using the Vicon system. For synchronization
purpose, the two systems were activated simultaneously.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Gaussian Mixture Model
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) belongs to a group of probabilistic
models and is used for representing data with a mixture of Gaussian
probability density functions.

As in [11], we encode the movement point positions as a Gauss-
ian Mixture Model (GMM): \ = [𝑡, 𝑥], where 𝑡 is the timestamp and
𝑥 the joints positions.

𝑝 (\ ) =
𝐾∑︁
𝑖=1

𝜙𝑖N(`𝑖 , Σ𝑖 ) (1)

, where the 𝑖𝑡ℎ vector component is characterized by normal dis-
tributions with weights 𝜙𝑖 , means `𝑖 , and covariance matrices Σ𝑖 .
Each Gaussian of the mixture is thus defined by:

`𝑖 =

[
`𝑡
𝑖

`𝑥
𝑖

]
, Σ𝑖 =

[
Σ𝑡
𝑖

Σ𝑥𝑡
𝑖

Σ𝑥𝑡
𝑖

Σ𝑥
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]
(2)

, where the indices 𝑡 and 𝑥 refer to respectively time and position.
The parameters𝜙𝑖 , `𝑖 , Σ𝑖 are learned by Expectation-Maximisation

(EM) from the skeleton data of the movements captured by the
Kinect or estimated with OpenPose or BlazePose.

For motion assessment, GMM is trained only on correct perfor-
mances. In order to evaluate an observed sequence 𝑋 during tests,
we consider the negative log-likelihood that the given sequence
𝑋 has been generated by the learned GMM. Correct motion se-
quences are expected to result in lower negative log-likelihood, in
comparison to incorrect motion sequences. Hence, in order to de-
tect incorrect motion sequences, we consider all motion sequences
whose negative log-likelihood is higher than a threshold.

3.2 GMM in Riemannian manifold
While joint positions are naturally viewed in 3D Euclidean space,
quaternions that we obtain from Kinect data having both position
and orientation can be represented as elements of the 3-sphere
𝑆3, which is a 3 dimensional Riemannian manifold. Such space is
not linear as Euclidean, so the calculation of the mean and the
covariance is not quite possible. However, we can consider tangent
spaces as a linear approximation and map a point from the manifold
to the tangent space and vice versa.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We compare the ability of the two baselines to detect incorrect
motion sequences, while only correct demonstrations are available

Table 1: F1 scores on Kinect trained data

Ex. type / train gr group1A group2A group3

CTK 0.57 0.92 0.95
ELK 0.25 0.53 0.34
RTK 0.48 0.88 0.62

0.43 0.78 0.64

Table 2: F1 scores on OpenPose trained data

Ex. type / train gr group1A group2A group3

CTK 0.4 0.94 0.56
ELK 0.25 0.67 0.51
RTK 0.45 0.97 0.63

0.37 0.86 0.57

during training. We evaluate our methods for Kinect, OpenPose and
BlazePose data on three rehabilitation exercises for three different
groups of performances, as explained above. In other words, we
trained a different GMM model for each combination of data type
used – Kinect / BlazePose (2D positions and 3D positions + orien-
tations) and OpenPose (2D positions) – exercise type – CTK, ELK,
RTK – and performing group –1A, 2A, and 3. To alleviate the issues
caused by class imbalance and few data, for each such combination,
we performed 4-fold cross-validation, thus we split correct perfor-
mances into 4 groups and trained four GMMs, each time leaving
a different fold for validation and training on the remaining three
folds.

In order to evaluate the performance of GMMs, we compute
the F1-score from correct and incorrect detections. We evaluate
such a measure for varying thresholds from minimum to maximum
value recorded for the negative log-likelihood of GMM baseline.
We calculate negative log-likelihood values for all validation data
(all incorrect performances for that combination and one fold of
four of the correct performances, the one left for validation) and
find the threshold to be used for classification by calculating F1
score for every possible threshold and choose the threshold with
the biggest F1 score. Then, we average the obtained F1 scores for
four 4 folds to obtain F1-score for one combination. These scores
can be seen in Tables 1 and 2.

By comparing the reported results, we can see some differences
in F1 and accuracy scores for one concrete combination of exercise
type-performing group, but the overall scores are comparable. Dif-
ferences in specific cases can be better understood by looking at the
confusion matrices which are shown in Figures 4a, 4b and 5c, where
we report the confusion matrices per group and exercise for each
skeleton data, using either 2D positions with GMM or 3D positions
and orientations with GMM in Riemannian manifold. They show
that the confusion matrices are quite similar, thus that the model
makes similar mistakes, for all the skeleton data analyzed. Thus,
we can hypothesize that OpenPose, BlazePose or Kinect data are
equivalent for automatic rehabilitation motion evaluation.

For group3, exercise CTK, comparing Kinect and OpenPose data,
we can see that the main problem is the quite big number of incor-
rect exercises. Therefore, even small differences in the number of
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(a) Group 1A (b) Group 2A (c) Group 3

Figure 4: Confusionmatrices for each performing group. Each row represents a data type (BlazePose 2D joint position, BlazePose
3D position + orientation, Kinect 2D, Kinect 3D + orientation, OpenPose). Each column represents an exercise (CTK, ELK, RTK).

(a) Kinect v2 - 3D positions and
orientations of each joint of
Kinect skeleton

(b) OpenPose - 2D positions of each joint of
OpenPose skeleton

(c) BlazePose - 3D positions of each joint of
BlazePose skeleton

Figure 5: Skeletons

correct performances classified wrongly make big differences in F1
scores between the two baselines.

On the other hand, by comparing Kinect and OpenPose data for
exercise CTK for group 1A, we can see a slightly bigger number of
incorrect exercises recognized as correct in OpenPose GMM. One
possible explanation to this is the difference in calculated F1 scores
across the 4 folds. In this specific case, the minimum F1 score was
0.35 while the maximum score was 0.53.

5 CONCLUSIONS
We identified the need for automatic coaching of physical rehabili-
tation exercises and the importance of quality motion assessment.
We investigated whether a simple RGB camera has comparable
results with Kinect by utilizing deep learning for pose estimation.

We evaluated and compared a baseline motion analysis algo-
rithm, a GaussianMixtureModel, on Kinect andOpenPose / BlazePose
data, for the task of rehabilitation motion assessment. We demon-
strated that, on average, results obtained through Kinect, OpenPose
and BlazePose data were quite comparable, which shows that sim-
ple RGB cameras have a potential to be used as the main sensor for
collecting movement data. As RGB cameras are easily accessible
for laymen through any computer webcam or smartphone, and
are often cheaper, we can expect an increasing use of OpenPose,
Blazepose and similar pose estimation algorithms.

Although the analysis algorithm was not the focus in this work,
we could see that the targeted tasks are still quite challenging. In
that sense, some more sophisticated methods, possibly with the

usage of deep learning and / or graph neural networks, can be
designed in order to better assess rehabilitation movements.
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